Just One Of The Family Kennels
Boarding Services
Owner/Guardian:_________________________
Date:____________
Pet (s) name/ breed/description/age:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________________
Emergency contact & phone number ______________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Address if new client: ____________________________________
___________________________________________________________

List of Services :

All include single occupancy climate controlled

sleeping bunk, nighttime aromatherapy, fresh water indoors and outdoors,
non social playtime, scheduled meals with our food or yours, medications as directed
tons of snuggles & sunshine. Snack time 6:00pm and we provide the treats!
Separate Feline exclusive house for the comfort of our kitty boarders.

Dogs 1-45lbs $17.00 per dog. # of dogs_______
Dogs 46lbs & 99lbs $ 20.00 per dog. # of dogs__________
Dogs over 100lbs $ 22.00 per dog. # of dogs___________
Cats $10.00 per cat. # of Cats____________
Would you like your pets bathed or groomed while here? __________________
Feeding
instructions:____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Medications:____________________________________________________________________________
Special Instructions: ____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Date in: _______________________ Date out:________________________
Vet:______________ Vaccinations:_____________________________________

Boarding Contract
Signed, acknowledges they are the owner or agent for this pet. Pet owner/agent understands
payment is due in full upon pick-up of this pet. Pet owner/agent understands that any
pet left 10 days after agreed pick-up date may be considered abandoned.
Abandoned pets will be subject to Ga Abandoned Dog and Abandoned domestic
animal law. ( O.C.G.A 16-12-4 & O.COG.A. 4-11-15.1 & O.C.G.A. 4-8-3)
Pet owner/agent understands that my Pet will not be released to me if payment
is not made or arranged with the kennel owner personally. Owner/ agent of pet
responsible for all fees associated with collections and late fees of rate per day will
accrue daily for all late payments. Owners/ agents are also responsible for any
property damage done by pet during its stay , such as, destroying cages and play
areas by making them unusable by kennel staff for other pets, proof will be shown
to owner by kennel owner via picture or in person if at all possible. Destructive pet (s)
will be sent home at kennels discretion at pet owner cost. Some injuries may occur, especially
with first time boarders, Such as , nose scrapes & toe nail injuries. All due care will be taken
to avoid such injuries but they Commonly occur. Pet owner agrees that staff or
establishment is not responsible for any injuries Obtained by pet during visit. Pet owner grants permission to
the owner of this kennel to act on their behalf and in my pets best interest by obtaining proper veterinary care
if needed, and pet owner agrees to pay all cost of that veterinary care. Older pets and unreachable pet owners
will be required to fill out a directive form for the Mountain Emergency Animal Clinic . Pet owner
acknowledges pet adheres to all requirements of establishment and pet owner agrees to follow all rules &
regulations as outlined in that form . Pets likeness may be use on the website or social media unless otherwise
indicated by pet owner. By signing, pet owner confirms all information given about pet(s) is true to the best of
their knowledge.
The kennel reserves the right to refuse boarding to a pet for any reason.

Pet Parent/ Guardian Signature:
X___________________________________

Total for services: $______________

